Pakefield Monthly Monitoring Report
Date & Time of Survey: March 25 2021, 11:45
Time of Low Tide: 11:30
Height of Low Tide: -0.5m ODN
Inspector: lucy.goodman_CPE
Reason for Inspection: Scheduled
Monthly inspection of Pakefield's coastal frontage. Survey extent is from ~Grand Avenue in the north,
to Pontins in the south. The purpose is to check signage, flag any hazards relating to public health &
safety, identify imminent risk to property, and to monitor geomorphological changes. This report is
used to inform Coastal Management decision-making and will be shared with the community. For best
access, inspections should be done within +/- 3hours low tide and with due regard to the weather and
sea state.
Current & antecedent metocean conditions: Recent strong winds have been from a southerly to
westerly direction. Wintery conditions have prevailed but without high magnitude events since last
inspection. More fresh SW wind forecast for next weekend.
Beach cliff - Tracking the development of the beach cliff
and dune scarping over the northern section of Pakefield
beach.
Northern extent of beach cliff: Fishing boats /Grand Ave
Maximum height of beach cliff face: 1.5m
Comments on beach cliff: Negligible northward
progression. Sediment has returned beneath the beach cliff towards Lowestoft due to northerly
directed sediment transport from southerly dominated wind recently. The beach cliff face is lower
gradient where it has not been scoured but has been trampled. There is gravel at the base of the beach
cliff which is slightly more erosion resistant. The cliff diminishes north of the fishing boats, as before.
Paces from ESC warning sign to beach cliff edge: 7.5 – slight reduction on last seems largely due to
human induced erosion of beach cliff
crest, for access on to beach below.
Photos of beach cliff:

Signage
Condition of signage: Good- Cosmetic
defects that will have no effect on performance.
Comments on signage: Functioning
Images of signage:

Intertidal shoreline change
Impression of intertidal beach volume: Moderatley Higher
Photos of intertidal beach (Northern Pakefield):

Comments on change in beach morphology: Moderate increase in volume since last inspection. Little
change to beach cliff height, but concrete debris mostly covered and the shallower foreshore gradient
all indicate a return of beach material. The presence of beach cusps caused by edge waves and gravel
deposition under southerly driven transport.
Supratidal/back beach change:
Impression of supratidal beach volume: Moderatley Higher
Photos of supratidal beach:

Risk to property:
Comments on threat to cliff-top assets: Southern most caravan on front line of PCP cliff frontage needs
pulling back as soon as possible. Appears as though the site are aware. Fence at Southern end is losing
the ground beneath it and could be salvaged as soon as possible also. The unvegetated cliff beneath
Rosary is increasing and this denuding process is a precursor to cliff recession. The 3x vista caravans
have been optimistically upgraded. Other properties are still at risk although not imminently.
Photos of 'The Cliffs' properties:

Photos of cliff section beneath 'The Rosary':

Photos of cliff section beneath Pakefield Caravan Park:

Threat to cliff top assets (1-10): 7
Pakefield Cliffs:
Comments on changes to Pakefield Cliffs: Cliffs have dried somewhat. Material still falling but not
sliding or being washed out by rainwater.
Impression of beach volume in front of cliffs: Moderatley Higher

Change to northern cliffs: Beach cliff meeting unvegetated cliff face, Overhanging cliffs, Supratidal
beach recovery, Active cliff erosion supplying supratidal beach material, Natural regrading of cliff face,
Sliding, Topples & falls, Active scree slope
Photos of cliffs north of rifle range wall:

Change to southern cliffs: Little change to cliff toe, Little change to cliff face, Little change to cliff top,
Supratidal beach recovery, Natural regrading of cliff face, Sliding
Photos of cliffs south of rifle range wall:

South Pakefield - Pontins frontage & Benacre Ness
Comments on the southern frontage from Pontins to
Benacre Ness: Widening beach. Benefitted from lots of
windblown sand from the south. Lots of debris covered.
Ness approaching with obvious pace.
Photos of Pontins frontage:

Photo of Benacre Ness:

Hazards &/or Debris:
Comments on hazards &/or
debris: no new debris present
but more covered up by windblown sand – particularly at
the Pontins end see photo.
Images of hazards &/or debris

Inspection follow-up: Report PCP assets close to cliff edge and other observations to CPE team. Share
photos.

